In this paper, we study the approximability of several layout problems on a family of random geometric graphs. Vertices of random geometric graphs are randomly distributed on the unit square and are connected by edges whenever they are closer than some given parameter. The layout problems that we consider are: Bandwidth, Minimum Linear Arrangement, Minimum Cut Width, Minimum Sum Cut, Vertex Separation and Edge Bisection. We first prove that some of these problems remain NP-complete even for geometric graphs. Afterwards, we compute lower bounds that hold, almost surely, for random geometric graphs. Then, we present two heuristics that, almost surely, turn to be constant approximation algorithms for our layout problems on random geometric graphs. In fact, for the Bandwidth and Vertex Separation problems, these heuristics are asymptotically optimal. Finally, we use the theoretical results in order to empirically compare these and other well-known heuristics.
Introduction
Several well-known optimization problems on graphs can be formulated as graph layout problems. Given a graph with n vertices, a layout on the graph is a bijection between the vertex set and the set of naturals from 1 to n. Graph layout problems, also denoted in the literature as linear ordering problems or linear arrangement problems, seek for a layout that minimizes a measure associated with each problem. The particular layout problems that we consider include Bandwidth, Minimum Linear Arrangement, Minimum Cut Width, Minimum Sum Cut and Vertex Separation. We also consider the Bisection problem, which is a partitioning problem, but can also be treated as a layout problem. The definition of these problems is given in Section 2.
For general graphs, all these problems are NP-hard. All of them have a long history behind them, owing to their practical relevance in different applications. For instance, the Bandwidth problem is an important problem in matrix theory and is very much related to the dilation of edges in interconnection networks [16] . The Minimum Linear Arrangement problem, also called the Edgesum problem, is relevant in circuit and VLSI layout [72, 35] , single machine job scheduling [1, 70] and as a simplified model for nervous system simulation [54] . The Minimum Cut Width problem was first used as a theoretical model for the number of channels in an optimal layout of a circuit [53, 2] . More recent applications of the problem include network reliability [42] , automatic graph drawing [60] , information retrieval [12] and as a subroutine for the cutting plane algorithm to solve the TSP [40] . The Minimum Sum Cut problem, also known as the Profile problem, is equivalent to the Interval Graph Completion problem, and has well-known applications in archaeology [47, 70] and clone fingerprinting [44] . Because of its importance in the design of divide-and-conquer algorithms for network problems and graph drawing, the Edge Bisection problem has received a lot of attention [8, 51, 61] . In the present paper we shall deal with the simpler non-weighted versions of those problems. An important characteristic of these applications is the specificity of their instances: for most applications (in particular, in routing and circuit design), input graphs tend to have some geometrical structure and are likely to be sparse.
Often, the literature has been concerned with algorithms for layout and partitioning problems using random graphs. The model of random graphs, denoted G n,p , has two parameters: n represents the number of nodes and p represents the probability of the existence of each possible edge. Random graphs have received much attention and together with the probabilistic method have become a powerful tool in combinatorics [3, 10, 38] . Partitioning properties for G n,p graphs are studied in [11] . Layout problems for sparse random graphs are studied in [24] , where it is shown that for each one of the considered layout measures, with high probability, the ratio between the maximum and minimum values is a constant. Therefore, the G n,p model does not provide an informative framework to compare heuristics for layout problems. Geometric graphs or disk graphs [13, 18] have been proposed as a possible model to take into account the structural characteristics of instances that appear in most of the practical applications. Disk graphs are intersection graphs of disks in the plane.
Random geometric graphs are graphs whose n vertices are n points uniformly distributed in the unit square and whose edges between any pair of distinct nodes exist when their distance is smaller than some parameter r.
Many empirical studies have used random models of geometric graphs for layout or partitioning problems [39, 7, 49, 67] . However, the theoretical study of random geometric graphs has been mainly focused on parameters as their clique or chromatic number and their connectivity properties (see [22] for a survey). Therefore, the analysis of layout measures in random geometric graphs certainly seems worthwhile to study.
In this paper, we are concerned with the complexity and approximability of several layout problems on geometric graphs. Regarding complexity, Theorem 3.1 states that some of the layout problems remain NP-hard even for unit disk graphs or grid graphs. Regarding approximability, we consider a family of random geometric graphs and prove lower bounds for the layout problems on these graphs. Leading up to these, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 contain some isoperimetric inequalities, which may be of some interest in their own right.
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 state the actual lower bounds. To obtain upper bounds, we introduce two simple heuristics and derive asymptotics for their costs. Combined with the lower bounds, these show that either of these heuristics turn to be constant approximation algorithms for layout problems on the considered family of random geometric graphs (Theorems 6.4 and 6.5).
In the case of the Bandwidth and Vertex Separation problems, the solutions returned by either of our algorithms are asymptotically optimal. In these cases, our result is an analog of the seminal BHH theorem [6] on the TSP tour of a random set of points in the unit square (Theorem 6.3). For the remaining problems, the approximation factor of the values provided by the two algorithms are tight. We emphasize that all our approximability results hold for random geometric graphs in the sense of convergence with probability 1. Much work on optimization problems on random sets of points use geometric sub-additivity as a key property to prove convergence results [73, 76] . It is important to stress that geometric sub-additivity does not hold for our layout problems and this forces us to take another approach.
We use our new results on random geometric graphs to give empirical evidence of the goodness of several well-known heuristics for layout and partitioning problems. These heuristics include global methods (such as spectral, multilevel and greedy methods) and local methods (such as simulated annealing or Kernighan-Lin) as well as the algorithms presented in this paper. We close the paper with some concluding remarks.
Definitions and basic results
Given as input an undirected graph G = (V, E) with n = |V |, a layout ϕ on G is a one-to-one function ϕ : V → {1, . . . , n}. Given a layout ϕ on G, let us define the sets
We are interested in the following measures:
The problems we consider are the following:
• Minimum Linear Arrangement (MinLA): Given a graph
• Minimum Cut Width (Cutwidth): Given a graph
• Vertex Separation (VertSep): Given a graph G = (V, E), find minvs(G) = min ϕ vs(ϕ, G) where
• Edge Bisection (EdgeBis): Given a graph G = (V, E), find mineb(G) = min ϕ eb(ϕ, G)
The previous definitions are stated as non-constructive problems, where the answer is the value of the optimum, instead of the layout itself. Except in Sections 5 and 6, we deal with bounds of the optimal values. In Table 1 the reader can find a survey of known complexity results for each of these problems (the formal definitions of the classes can be found, for instance, in [63, 25] ).
Before going further, let us review some basic definitions from probability theory (see e.g. [17] ). Given a sequence of random variables (X n ) n≥1 and a random variable X, we say that X n converges in probability to X if lim n→∞ Pr [|X n − X| > ] = 0 for any > 0. We say that X n converges with probability 1 to X if Pr [lim n→∞ X n = X] = 1. This type of convergence is also called convergence almost surely. Convergence almost surely is stronger than convergence in probability.
We now introduce several classes of geometric graphs on the plane. These graphs depend on which kind of norm is used to measure distances. Under the l p norm (p ≥ 1), the distance Observe that grid graphs are unit disk graphs in any l p norm. See Figure 1 for the mapping of the grid nodes in l 1 , l 2 and l ∞ .
Let r be a positive number and let V be any set of n points in the unit square ([0, 1] 2 ).
A geometric graph G(V, r) with vertex set V and radius r is the graph G = (V, E) where
An appropriate scaling shows that a geometric graph is also a unit disk graph.
Let (r i ) i≥1 be a sequence of positive numbers and let X = (X i ) i≥1 be a sequence of independently and uniformly distributed (i.u.d.) random points in [0, 1] 2 . For any natural n, we write X n = {X 1 , . . . , X n } and call G(X n , r n ) a random geometric graph of n nodes on X.
In the remainder of this paper we restrict our attention to the particular case where the radius is of the form r n = a n n where r n → 0 and a n / log n → ∞.
It is important to remark that through this choice, the construction of sparse but connected graphs is guaranteed: Defining the connectivity distance ρ n = ρ n (X n ) as the smallest radius r such that the graph G(X n , r) is connected, it is known [4] that ρ n n/log n converges to 1 2 almost surely; that is, with probability 1 the sequence (X i ) i≥1 yields a sequence (ρ n ) n≥1 with this limit behavior.
For results on other cases, for example with a n constant, see [20, 65] . The parameter a n = nr 2 n can be thought of as the local density of points on the scale at which they are interacting.
Complexity results for geometric instances
In this section, we shall consider the decisional counterparts of the optimization problems previously defined. We shall use K as the constant parameter in the definition of the decisional versions. We show that some of the layout problems under consideration remain hard to solve efficiently, even when restricted to geometric instances. All the proofs in this section are valid for any l p norm (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞), but for readability purposes, the explanation and the figures use the Euclidean norm. Proof. We prove the statement of the lemma for the insertion of a new node w between an edge uv of G. Let ϕ be an optimal layout of G; without loss of generality assume that ϕ(u) < ϕ(v). Let ψ be a layout of H that corresponds to inserting w just after u. Then,
To show that ψ is optimal for H, suppose the contrary; then there exists a layout ψ of H such that cw(H, ψ ) < cw(H, ψ). Let ϕ be the layout obtained by removing w from ψ . Then cw(G, ϕ ) ≤ cw(H, ψ ) < cw(H, ψ) ≤ cw(G, ϕ) which is a contradiction to the optimality of ϕ.
Recall that the Bandwidth problem remains NP-complete even when restricted to caterpillars with at most one hair attached to each vertex of the body [55] . Also, Cutwidth and VertSep remain NP-complete even when restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3 [56] . We present a reduction from the Cutwidth problem restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3 to the Cutwidth problem restricted to grid graphs. Let G, K be an instance of Cutwidth restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3.
Using the algorithm of Valiant [74] , we can draw G in such a way that its nodes are located at positions (6x, 6y) for some x, y ∈ N and the edges only follow horizontal and vertical paths without crossing. This embedding uses an area polynomial in the size of G. Then, replace each edge by a string of unit disks to produce a grid graph H (see Figure 3) . By construction H is a subdivision of G, therefore we have that mincw(G) ≤ K ⇔ mincw(H) ≤ K, which proves the claimed result.
Observe that the previous reduction creates graphs with maximum degree 3 and recall that for graphs with maximum degree 3, the SearchNb problem (whose measure is sn) is identical to the Cutwidth problem [53] . Therefore, we get as corollary that SearchNb remains NP-complete even when restricted to grid graphs.
For any graph G, the vertex separation of a homeomorphic image of G is identical to the search number of G [28] . Let us reduce SearchNb restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3 to VertSep restricted to grid graphs using the same transformation that we used for Cutwidth. The resulting graph H is a grid graph homeomorphic to the input graph G, so we get
We could not obtain similar results for SumCut, MinLA and EdgeBis. However, for the EdgeBis problem, we are able to give a weak result:
If EdgeBis is NP-complete even when restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 4, then EdgeBis is NP-complete even when restricted to unit disk graphs.
Proof. Let G, K be an instance of EdgeBis where G is a planar graph with an even number n of nodes and maximum vertex degree 4. Without loss of generality, we assume that n is even (otherwise, add a disconnected node to G). We will reduce G, K to another instance H, K of EdgeBis where H is a unit disk graph such that mineb(G) = mineb(H).
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using Valiant's algorithm [74] , we embed G in the plane in such a way that its nodes are located at positions (6x, 6y) for some x, y ∈ N and that the edges follow horizontal and vertical paths without crossing. Afterwards, we identify each "original" node of the embedding with a unit disk and replace each half edge of length l with a string of disks of length l/2 . As edges had an odd length, we must join the strings using two additional "extremal" disks as shown in Figure 4 . Therefore, each edge has been replaced by an even number of disks. For each original node u in V (G), define its "gadget" as the set of disks that represent its adjacent half edges. Notice that a gadget includes the extreme disks, where it ends. We give to each non extreme disk multiplicity n 2 , while extreme disks retain multiplicity 1, and add multiplicity to the original nodes in such a way that every gadget receives the same number of disks. Let H be the resulting graph of this transformation,
where disks with multiplicity m are m different disks on the same position forming a clique.
The transformation can be computed in polynomial time
Reduction from EdgeBis restricted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 4 to EdgeBis restricted to unit disk graphs. Top left, the input graph with n = 6 nodes; top center, the input graph embedded with Valiant's algorithm; top right, substitution of the edges with paths of disks with even length. Bottom, we show how non extreme disks receive multiplicity n, extreme disks get multiplicity 1 and (not shown) original nodes receive the required multiplicity in order to ensure that all the gadgets contain the same number of disks.
We have to prove that G, K is a positive instance of EdgeBis if and only if H, K
is also a positive instance of EdgeBis. We do so by showing that gadgets in H behave as the original nodes in G.
If G, K is a positive instance of EdgeBis then there exists a bisection B of G such that eb(G, B) ≤ K. Coloring each gadget of H according to B, the bisection of H coincides with the bisection B and is a legal bisection (each gadget has the same number of nodes).
Therefore H, K is a positive instance of EdgeBis.
On the other hand, if H, K is a positive instance of EdgeBis, we have two cases:
When K > 2n, as G has maximum degree 4, the bisection width of G cannot exceed 2n, thus G, K surely is a positive instance of EdgeBis. For the case K ≤ 2n, let us consider any gadget. Each of the nodes of this gadget must be on the same side of the bisection (otherwise, the bisection width would be larger than 2n because of the cliques of size n 2 introduced in H). Taking a bisection of G that coincides with the one given to the gadgets of H, we get that G, K is a positive instance of EdgeBis.
Isoperimetric inequalities
In this section we prove several isoperimetric inequalities that will be used in the next sections.
We start presenting an isoperimetric inequality on square meshes with additional diagonal connections. Let (A, B) be a partition of {1, . . . , m} 2 for some integer m. Let ∂ A,B be the number of elements of A × B that are neighbor pairs, including diagonal neighbors, that is, ball of radius r:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose A is a compact subset of R 2 , and r > 0. Then
Proof. By the Brunn-Minkowski inequality [50] ,
and the first inequality follows.
When |∂ −r A| ≥ 4|A| 1/2 r, we have the second inequality at once. Otherwise, we have
and the the second inequality follows.
We are interested here in subsets of the unit square
, and r ∈ (0, 1). Then
Proof. Let A be the set in [0, 1] 2 obtained by "pushing each vertical section of A down as far as possible towards the x-axis"; formally, setting 
. From now on we assume that A is a down-set. Otherwise, it could be converted to a down-set A . We consider four different cases: 
Since one of the four cases considered above must occur, we obtain the lemma.
Lower bounds
In this section we find lower bounds for the optimum cost of our various layout problems. As said, from now on we consider only (random) geometric graphs whose radius is of the form r n = a n /n where r n → 0 and a n / log n = b n → ∞. We first deal with the "edge problems" (EdgeBis, Cutwidth and MinLA) and then with the "node problems" (VertSep,
SumCut and Bandwidth).
Edge problems
The following definition captures the property that nodes of a geometric graph are "nicely spread" on the unit square. The subsequent lemma is the only probabilistic result of this subsection.
Definition 5.1. Consider any set X n of n points in [0, 1] 2 , which together with a radius r n , induce a geometric graph G = G(X n , r n ). Dissect the unit square into 4 1/r n 2 boxes of size
. By construction, all the boxes exactly fit in the unit square, and any two points of X n in neighboring boxes (including diagonals) will be connected by an edge in G because 1/(2 1/r n ) ≤ r n /2. Given ∈ (0, 1), let us say that G is -nice if every box of this dissection contains at least (1 − ) 1 4 a n points and at most (1 + ) 1 4 a n points.
Lemma 5.1. Let ∈ (0, 1 5 ). Then, with probability 1, for all large enough n, random geometric graphs G(X n , r n ) are -nice.
Proof. Choose a box in the dissection and let Y be the random variable counting the number of points of X n in this box. As the points in X n are i.u.d.,
Using Chernoff's bounds [58] , we obtain
and
The number of boxes is certainly smaller than n, so by Boole's inequality [17] , which
for any finite or countable collection of events E n , the probability that for some box the number of points in the box is less than (1 − ) 1 4 a n or bigger than (1 + ) 1 4 a n , is bounded by 2n 1−bn 2 /52 , which is summable in n because b n → ∞. The result follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma [17] .
The following lemma is the basis of our lower bounds for nice graphs. In the next section we will show these lower bounds are sharp, since their order of magnitude matches the upper bounds that we will obtain with two heuristics.
Lemma 5.2. Let ∈ (0, 1 5 ) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be any -nice geometric graph with n nodes and let ϕ be any layout of G. Then, for any integer i such that α = i/n ∈ (2 , 1 − 2 ), it is the case that
Proof. We assign colors to points (nodes) and boxes: color the first i points in the ordering "red" and the other points "green"; color the boxes containing at most 1 5 a n green points "red", the boxes containing at most 1 5 a n red points "green", and the other boxes "yellow". Let Y n be the number of yellow boxes.
Observe that θ(i, ϕ, G) is the total number of edges between opposite-color points.
Let us refer to such edges as "within-box" if the points in question lie in the same box, or "between-box" if not. We consider two cases:
. For each yellow box, the cost of within-box edges is at least 2 a 2 n /25. Hence,
. In this case, we consider only between-box edges (between opposite colored points) which are between neighboring boxes (including diagonal neighbors).
Consider a particular box containing a total of t points, r of them red. Suppose that the total number of red points in neighboring boxes is r and the total number of green points in neighboring boxes is g . Then, the total number of between-box edges of the type we are considering, involving points in that particular box, is rg + (t − r)r = r(g − r ) + tr . Given t, r , and g , this is a linear function of r and so attains its minimum over the range [0, t] either at r = 0 or at r = t (or both). Hence, it is possible to change the points in that box to either all red or all green without increasing the total number of between-box edges of the type we are considering.
Let us modify the coloring of points by going through the yellow boxes in turn, successively changing the color of points in each box either to all red or to all green, whichever does not increase the total number of between-box edges of the type we are considering. When done, there will no longer be any yellow boxes! Let R n be the number of red boxes and G n the number of green boxes based on this modified coloring.
By niceness, the number of points whose color has been changed is at most
Thus, for n so large that 25 −2 r n ≤ , the number of red points in the modified coloring is at least (α − )n.
By definition of "green box", the number of red points in green boxes is at most 1 5 a n 4 1/r n 2 ≤ n. Thus the total number of red points in red boxes (in the modified coloring) is at least (α − 2 )n for n large enough. By a similar argument, the number of green points in green boxes in the modified coloring is at least (1 − α − 2 )n for n large enough.
As, by -niceness, no box can contain more than
(1 + )a n points and there are at least (α − 2 )n red points in red boxes and (1 − α − 2 )n green points in green boxes, we have
Let ∂G denote the number of pairs of neighbor boxes of opposite colors in G (with the modified coloring). By Proposition 4.1,
By niceness and the definition of box coloring, each red box contains at least (1−2 ) 1 4 a n red points, and each green box contains at least (1 − 2 ) 1 4 a n green points. As a consequence,
This lower bound is smaller than the one for Case 1 and thus holds for both cases.
The following result presents our lower bounds for the "edge problems" on nice graphs:
Theorem 5.1 (Lower bounds I). Let ∈ (0, 1 5 ) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be an -nice geometric graph with n nodes. Then, the following lower bounds hold:
Proof. The proofs of (lb1) and (lb2) are obtained from Lemma 5.2 by setting i = n/2 . To prove (lb3), take any layout ϕ of G. Then by Lemma 5.2
Using the facts that a > b implies
we obtain (lb3) by successive minorizations.
Node problems
For "node problems", we shall obtain even tighter lower bounds. We take a finer dissection for these problems. and dissecting the unit square into (γr n ) −2 boxes, each of size γr n × γr n , every box contains at most p + = (1 + γ)γ 2 a n points and at least p − = (1 − γ)γ 2 a n points.
Observe that 1/(γr n ) is an integer and that γ → /2 so that /4 ≤ γ ≤ for n large enough.
Lemma 5.3. Let ∈ (0, 1). Then, with probability 1, for all large enough n, random geometric graphs G(X n , r n ) are -good.
Proof. Choose a box in the dissection and let Y be the random variable counting the number of points of X n in this box. As the points in X n are i.u.d., we have E [Y ] = γ 2 a n where
rn r n . By Chernoff's bounds and Boole's inequality, used as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the probability that some box has more than p + points or fewer than p − points is bounded by
which is summable in n because b n → ∞ as n → ∞. The result follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
The following lemma is the basis of our lower bounds for good graphs.
Lemma 5.4. Let ∈ (0, 1) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be an -good geometric graph with n nodes. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and consider any ordering ϕ on G. Then,
where for
Proof. With [0, 1) 2 divided into boxes of side γr n where γ = 1/ 2 rn r n , we say that two boxes are adjacent if the l ∞ distance between their centers is at most (1 − γ)r n . Note that under the l ∞ norm, any two points in adjacent boxes are at distance at most r n from each other.
Given a layout ϕ, let the first i points be denoted "red" and the others "green". Then δ(i, ϕ, G) is the number of red points of X n having one or more green points within a distance r n . Let δ (i, ϕ, G) be number of red points X such that there is at least one green point lying either in the box containing X or in a box adjacent to the box containing X. Then
δ (i, ϕ, G) ≤ δ(i, ϕ, G). We shall show that the right side of (1) is a lower bound for δ (i, ϕ, G).
Given ϕ, let boxes containing only red points be denoted "red", let boxes containing only green points be denoted "green", and let the other boxes be denoted "yellow". Note that δ (i, ϕ, G) is the number of red points X for which the box containing X is either itself yellow, or has some non-red box adjacent to it.
We claim that there is an ordering ϕ on X n minimizing δ (i, ·, G) such that ϕ induces at most one yellow box. Indeed, given an ordering ϕ inducing more than one yellow box, choose an ordering on yellow boxes. It is then possible to modify ϕ to an ordering ϕ on points which respects the chosen ordering on yellow boxes of ϕ, and which satisfies
This can be done by successively swapping red and green points, with each swap not increasing δ .
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that ϕ induces at most one yellow box.
Set α = i/n and let N R be the number of red boxes. Then, by goodness and the fact that there are αn red points,
Let A R be union of the red boxes and let A G = [0, 1] 2 \ A R , the union of green and yellow boxes. Since each box has area (γr n ) 2 , by (2) we have
Let B be the union of red boxes that are adjacent to green or yellow boxes. Then B = (A G ) (1−γ)rn \ A G , and therefore, by Proposition 4.2,
Using the fact that a > b implies
As r n → 0, for n large enough,
Therefore,
Since B is a union of disjoint boxes, each of area γ 2 r 2 n , the number of such boxes is their total area divided by γ 2 r 2 n . By goodness the number of points lying in the region B is bounded below by (1 − γ)n times its area. Hence by (3) we obtain
which proves the lemma.
The following result presents our lower bounds for the "node problems" on good graphs:
Theorem 5.2 (Lower bounds II).
Let ∈ (0, 1) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n )
be an -good geometric graph with n nodes. Then, the following lower bounds hold:
Proof. The proof of (lb4) is obtained directly from Lemma 5.4 by taking i with
To prove (lb5), consider any layout ϕ and any i ∈ [n] such that δ(i, ϕ, G) = vs(ϕ, G).
Then, there must be vs(ϕ, G) nodes before the node at position i, all of them connected with some other nodes located after position i. The first of these vs(ϕ, G) nodes must have an edge that jumps at least vs(ϕ, G) nodes. In other words, there is an edge uv ∈ E(G) with λ(uv, ϕ, G) ≥ vs(ϕ, G) so that bw(ϕ, G) ≥ vs(ϕ, G) for any layout ϕ. Hence minbw(G) ≥ minvs(G) and (lb5) follows from (lb4).
To prove (lb6), consider any layout ϕ of G. Then, using again Lemma 5.4, we have that for large enough n,
Here, we used again that
Approximation algorithms
In this section we present two algorithms that compute feasible solutions that are within a constant of the previous lower bounds. As in the previous section, we work with (random) geometric graphs whose radius is of the form r n = a n /n where r n → 0 and a n / log n = Figure 6 illustrates this algorithm.
The expected running time of the Projection algorithm to compute the projected layout of a random geometric graph is linear, as it requires only the ranking of n numbers distributed uniformly.
Theorem 6.1 (Upper bounds).
Let ∈ (0, 1) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be an -good geometric graph with n nodes. Then, the following upper bounds on the cost of the projected layout π of G hold: 
On the other hand, observe that λ(uv) is bounded above by the number of possible nodes in the columns of boxes between the column of u and the column of v. Thus,
Bounds (ub1), (ub2) and (ub3) follow directly from Equations (4) and (5) . Bounds (ub4), (ub5) and (ub6) hold because for any layout ϕ, we have la(ϕ, G) ≤ ncw(ϕ, G), vs(ϕ, G) ≤
bw(ϕ, G) and sc(ϕ, G) ≤ nvs(ϕ, G).
Next we give lower bounds on the costs of the layouts delivered by the Projection algorithm on good geometric graphs:
Theorem 6.2 (Lower bounds of Projection). Let ∈ (0, 1) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be an -good geometric graph with n nodes. Then, the following lower bounds on the cost of the projected layout π of G hold:
Proof. Set γ = 1/ 2 rn r n and k = 1/γ . Let us prove (lb1'). Consider any node u far enough from the square boundaries. All the nodes in the k − 2 columns preceding the column of u must be connected to some node in the next column after the column of u. Therefore,
Bound (lb2') follows because bw(ϕ, G) ≥ vs(ϕ, G) for any layout ϕ (see the proof of Theorem 5.2).
Next, let us prove (lb3'). We can extend the previous proof to all the points which are away from the left and the right borders of the unit square:
We prove now (lb4') and (lb5'). Take any node u away from the left and right borders
As the n/2 -th node of the projected layout must be away from the left and right borders of [0, 1] 2 , we have the same result for eb(π, G).
Finally, let us prove (lb6'). By the argument for the cut width,
The behavior of the Projection algorithm on good graphs is therefore characterized by the following consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2:
Corollary 6.1. Let ∈ (0, 1) and n large enough. Let G = G(X n , r n ) be an -good geometric graph with n nodes. Then, for any measure f ∈ {bw, vs, sc, cw, eb, la}, we have
where
As a consequence of Lemmata 5.1 and 5.3, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, and Corollary 6.1, we obtain the main result of our paper:
Theorem 6.3. Let (r i ) i≥1 be a sequence of positive numbers with r n → 0 and nr 2 n / log n → ∞; let (X i ) i≥1 be a sequence of i.u.d. random points in [0, 1] 2 . Let G n = G(X n , r n ); then, with probability 1,
The consequence is immediate:
Theorem 6.4. Let (r i ) i≥1 be a sequence of positive numbers with r n → 0 and nr 2 n / log n → ∞; let (X i ) i≥1 be a sequence of i.u.d. random points in [0, 1] 2 . Then, with probability 1, and for all large enough n, the Projection algorithm is a constant approximation algorithm for the Bandwidth, Minimum Linear Arrangement, Minimum Cut, Minimum Sum Cut, Vertex Separation and Bisection problems on random geometric graphs G(X n , r n ). Moreover, for the Bandwidth and Vertex Separation problems, the Projection algorithm is asymptotically optimal.
The Dissection algorithm. An important idea in combinatorial optimization on the plane was Karp's analysis on the dissection algorithm for the TSP problem [43] . Let us adapt this algorithm to layout problems. For a geometric graph with n nodes and radius r n , our Dissection algorithm, parameterized by a constant κ, is defined as follows:
2. Enumerate the points, following the order of the boxes in lexicographic order (from bottom to top and from left to right). For points in the same box, enumerate them arbitrarily. Return the layout computed in this way. Figure 7 shows an example of the application of this algorithm.
Using the same kind of arguments used for the Projection algorithm, we can prove the following result: Theorem 6.5. Let (r i ) i≥1 be a sequence of positive numbers with r n → 0 and nr 2 n / log n → ∞; let (X i ) i≥1 be a sequence of i.u.d. random points in [0, 1] 2 . Then, with probability 1, for all large enough n, the Dissection algorithm is a constant approximation algorithm for the Bandwidth, Minimum Linear Arrangement, Minimum Cut, Minimum Sum Cut, Vertex Separation and Bisection problems random geometric graphs G(X n , r n ). Moreover, for the Bandwidth and Vertex Separation problems, the solutions computed by the Dissection algorithm are asymptotic to the optimal ones.
Experimental considerations
This section describes several computational experiments we have performed in order to obtain a better knowledge of layout problems on random geometric graphs. The goal is to complement and expand the previous theoretical results. In order to help to reproduce and verify the measurements and the code mentioned in this research, its code and raw data are available at http://www.lsi.upc.es/∼jpetit/RandomGeometricGraphs on the World Wide Web.
The pictures, in color, are also available at this address. Random geometric graphs with r n = (log n)(log log n)/n with up to 200,000 nodes were generated. For each each value of n, we computed the average of all the considered measures f using the Projection algorithm and the Dissection algorithm (with κ ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}) and normalized by their respective orders of magnitude A f (as defined in Corollary 6.1). Figures 8 and 9 summarize the results. Note that the plots have neither the same scaling nor the same origin. The standard deviation was very low in all cases (refer to the raw files).
With regard to the competitive analysis, we observe for all the measures except eb that the Projection algorithm is the one that obtains better approximations in the considered range of values of n. We also observe that the approximations of the Dissection algorithm improve as κ increases. In fact, Dissection with κ = 16, performs only slightly worse than Projection. For eb both algorithms seem to perform similarly. However, we have observed that the execution time increases when κ increases. On the other hand, with regard to the predicted asymptotic behavior, we can observe that the only measure which achieves it for n <200,000 is eb. For the rest of measures, la seems to tend to 1 quickly, sc and vs remain still far from 1 (about 5%), and bw and cw remain quite far from 1 (10% and 15% respectively).
The conclusions induced from that experiment are twofold: On one hand, the Projection algorithm behaves better than the Disection algorithm, both in quality and time. On the other hand, the predicted convergence to 1 is far from being observed for the considered number of nodes for the sc, cw, vs and bw measures. This may be due to the fact that b n = log log n goes to infinity very slowly, but experiments with denser graph exhibit the same phenomenon, albeit reduced.
Bisection of random geometric graphs. The problem of partitioning a graph into a number of pieces is a fundamental task in computer science. Many heuristics have been proposed for these problems and many libraries implement them. On the other hand, the bisection of geometric random graphs has already been considered [39, 7, 49] . In the following, we analyze the behavior of the Projection algorithm and of several heuristics included in the Chaco and Party libraries [36, 68] for the EdgeBis problem on random geometric graphs with r = log 2 n/n. These libraries offer global and local heuristics which can be combined.
We have compared the following global heuristics. details on all these heuristics are available in [36, 68] .
The measurement results are summarized in Figure 10 for graphs with up to 210,000 nodes and r n = (log n)(log log n)/n. These were produced by generating 25 different random geometric graphs for each data point and taking the average of their bisection normalized by n 1/2 ((log n)(log log n)) 3/2 . Again, the standard deviation was very low. Table 2 show the run time measurements needed by the different combinations of local and global heuristics to bisect a random geometric graph with 100, 000 nodes on a DEC Alpha Server 8400 machine.
From these experimental results and the knowledge we have on the projection algorithm for EdgeBis on random geometric graphs, we can classify the global heuristics into two groups according to whether they offer better approximations than the projection algorithm on the considered range of nodes. The global heuristics that perform worse than Projection are spl, far, gai and spm. The ones that perform better than pro are mul and spm. It is remarkable that spl performs better than pro for n ≤ 100, 000 but abruptly gets worse afterwards.
If we consider the application of local search after the global heuristics, we can remark that all the methods except mul can be substantially improved (the improvement factor is around 20%). However, the quality of the improved solution depends directly on the quality of the global solution. Moreover, we can observe that kl always returns slightly better solutions than hs when fixing the global heuristic. It is worth to remark that global solutions obtained by mul cannot be improved more than 0.25%.
Since by Theorem 6.4 we know that the Projection algorithm is a constant approximation algorithm, it seems reasonable to conjecture that all the considered global heuristics except spl are also constant approximation algorithms for the kind of graphs we are dealing with. Moreover, the local search heuristic of choice to improve them is Kernighan-Lin.
However, the better solutions are always delivered by the Multilevel method, and these are difficult to improve even when using Kernighan-Lin. Referring to our computational experiment, we infer that the Multilevel method is the best method to bisect random geometric graphs (moreover, this method has the advantage of not using geometric information).
Minimum Linear Arrangement. In [41] , Juvan and Mohar propose a technique to find approximative solutions to the MinLA problem based on eigenvectors associated to the second smallest Laplace eigenvalue of the input graph. We call their heuristic Spectral Sequencing (ss). In [66] , Petit presented and analyzed sequential and parallel versions of an heuristic to approximate the MinLA problem on sparse graphs embedded in some geometry.
The sequential heuristic (ss+sa) consists in obtaining a first global solution using Spectral Sequencing and improving it locally through Simulated Annealing starting at a low temperature using an special neighborhood. Petit presented also in [67] a lower bounding technique for the MinLA based only on the degree of the nodes (lb-degree). Figure 11 compares the Projection algorithm (pro) with the ss and ss+sa heuristics for the MinLA problem. The lower bound computed by lb-degree is also shown. These results were again obtained by taking the average of 100 geometric random graphs for each n and normalizing by n 3/2 a 3/2 n . We had to content ourselves with graphs up to 20,000 nodes because simulated annealing consumes a lot of time.
The obtained results show that ss+sa performs better than ss, which performs better than pro. We can also observe that the 0.176n 3 r 3 n lower bound presented in Theorem 5.1 is better than the lb-degree lower bounding technique. "gai-hs" "far-hs" "spl-hs" "ine-hs" pro-hs "spm-hs" "mul-hs" Table 2 : Running times (in seconds) for bisecting a random geometric graph with 10000 nodes and 5534888 edges. 
Conclusion
The behavior of heuristics is very difficult to characterize analytically. A way to increase the knowledge on these methods is to study them on a restricted setting. In this paper we have analyzed the approximation properties of several heuristics for layout problems on a particular class of random geometric graphs. Layout problems have importance in very different fields, and random geometric graphs may be a relevant abstraction to model instances that occur in practice.
First of all we have shown that for some of the problems, restricting their inputs to geometric instances does not lower their complexity. Our results reaffirm the close relation between disk graphs and planar graphs as it was already noticed by Clark, Colbourn and Johnson [18] . In regard to Theorem 3.2, we remark that Papadimitriou and Sideri conjecture that bisection of planar graphs is NP-complete in [64] . We conjecture that SumCut and
MinLA have the same behavior, but in this case, the link with planar graphs with restricted degree is not clear.
Afterwards, we have provided lower bounds on the cost of all our considered problems on random geometric graphs whose radius ensures connectivity while preserving sparsity. Much effort has been invested in order to obtain tight lower bounds. Owing to the probabilistic nature of random geometric graphs, these lower bounds hold, almost surely, for large enough graphs. Two simple and fast heuristics have been proposed to approximate layout problems.
We have proved that these heuristics, while naive, are in fact constant approximation algorithms. In fact, for the Bandwidth and the Vertex Separation problems, the algorithms are asymptotically optimal. It must be remarked, that our algorithms use graphical information (the node coordinates) in order to build a layout. This simplification is an accepted common practice in the literature [39, 49] , motivated by the fact that recognizing geometric graphs is NP-hard [14] (refer to [37] for a discussion on that topic). In any case, this is not a nuisance for our results: On one hand, the characterization of the algorithms in Corollary 6.1 is so tight, that we already know which solution they will deliver with high probability. On the other hand, now that we have analytical information on these algorithms, we do not view them as a practical way to find approximate solutions, but rather as a valuable tool with which to compare other heuristics.
Indeed, while several heuristic methods have been acclaimed as an effective way to find good approximate solutions, the assessment of their quality can only be shown empirically.
We claim that our new analytical results on random geometric graphs offer more insight and
give more informative ways to analyze and compare heuristics in an experimental setting.
For instance, many heuristics to approximate the Bisection problem are local search methods that accept an initial partitioning of the input graph and then attempt to improve it (i.e. the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [48] , Simulated Annealing [39] , Path Optimization [7] or Helpful Sets [27] ). In [39] and [49] it is shown that initial partitionings created by the Line heuristic dramatically improve the performance of the Kernighan-Lin and Simulated Annealing heuristics on geometric random graphs. The Line heuristic uses geometric information to split the vertex set of a geometric graph into two equal sized halves with a line of randomly chosen slope. Thanks to our results on the Projection algorithm (which is close to the Line heuristic), we can now affirm that all these heuristics which perform so well in practice are, in fact, constant approximation algorithms when applied to geometric random graphs (with high probability).
Our experimental results show there still remains a gap between theory and practice.
The problem is that, for several problems, the asymptotic behavior of Corollary 6.1 is far from being achieved even with huge graphs with 200,000 vertices. On the other hand, our experimental comparison of several well-known heuristics for the Bisection problem with our constant approximation algorithms gives an informative benchmarking of all these techniques.
In the proofs of our results, we have concentrated only on the l ∞ norm. However, all the bounds also hold, with different values of constants for the remaining of the norms. We have considered only the two-dimensional geometric graphs as most real instances belong to that case, but we expect that similar results will also hold on d-dimensional spaces. Our results might be generalizable in several ways. For instance, it would be interesting to understand how the optimal costs of our problems behave for different radii; see [20, 65] . Bounds on the cost of layout problems for lattice graphs and random lattice graphs can be found in [21] .
Finally, we leave as an open problem to determine whether or not the Projection and Dissection algorithms are, in some probabilistic and asymptotic sense, optimal for layout problems other than Bandwidth and Vertex Separation.
